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Abstract
Deep inelastic electron-photon scattering is studied in the Q2 ranges from 6 to 30 GeV2
and from 60 to 400 GeV2 using the full sample of LEP data taken with the OPAL detector at centre-of-mass energies close to the Z0 mass, with an integrated luminosity of
156.4 pb 1. Energy ow distributions and other properties of the measured hadronic
nal state are compared with the predictions of Monte Carlo models, including HERWIG and PYTHIA. Sizeable di erences are found between the data and the models,
especially at low values of the scaling variable x. New measurements are presented of
the photon structure function F2 (x; Q2), allowing for the rst time for uncertainties
in the description of the nal state by di erent Monte Carlo models. The di erences
between the data and the models contribute signi cantly to the systematic errors on
F2 . The slope d(F2 = )=d ln Q2 is measured to be 0:13+ 00::06
04.
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1 Introduction
The measurement of the photon structure function F2 and especially of its evolution
with the momentum transfer squared, Q2, is a classic test of perturbative QCD [1].
The large range of Q2 values accessible at the LEP collider makes it an ideal place to
study this evolution.
This note describes a study of the properties of the hadronic nal state and a measurement of F2 in the Q2 ranges from 6 to 30 GeV2, and from 60 to 400 GeV2 using a
sample of singly-tagged two-photon events recorded by the OPAL detector from 1990
3
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Figure 1: A diagram of deep inelastic electron-photon scattering.
to 1995. In the singly-tagged regime, the process e+e ! e+e + hadrons can be regarded as deep inelastic scattering of an e on a quasi-real photon1 , and the ux of
quasi-real photons can be calculated using the equivalent photon approximation [2,3].
Figure 1 shows a diagram of this reaction. The four-vector of the incoming electron
which radiates the virtual photon is denoted k. The four-vectors of the virtual photon and the quasi-real photon are represented by q and p, respectively. The symbol
fq; (x; Q2) represents the parton densities of the quasi-real photon. The cross-section
for deep inelastic electron-photon scattering is expressed as [4],

d2e !eX = 2 2 h1 + (1 y)2 F (x; Q2) y2F (x; Q2)i
2
L
dxdQ2
x Q4

(1)

where Q2 = q2 is the negative value of the four-momentum squared of the virtual
photon. The usual dimensionless variables of deep inelastic scattering, x and y, are
2
de ned as x = 2Qpq and y = ppkq . is the ne structure constant. In the kinematic
regime studied here (y2  2) the contribution of the term proportional to FL (x; Q2) is
small and therefore neglected.
In contrast to deep inelastic charged lepton-nucleon scattering, where the energies
of both interacting particles are given, in deep inelastic electron-photon reactions the
energy of the incoming quasi-real photon is not known. As a consequence of this, the
The term singly-tagged denotes the situation where one electron, the one which radiates the
virtual photon, is deep inelastically scattered and seen (tagged) in the detector, whereas the other
electron, which radiates the quasi-real photon, leaves the detector unseen close to the beam direction.
In this paper positrons are also referred to as electrons, and the electron and positron masses are
neglected.
1
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kinematics of the reaction in terms of x and Q2 are not fully determined by measuring
the four-vector of the tagged electron. The value of x has to be obtained by measuring
the hadronic nal state, which is only partly observed in the detector. This leads to
a dependence of F2 on the modelling of the hadronic nal state by the Monte Carlo
programs which are used in an unfolding process to relate the distributions of visible
quantities to the underlying x distribution.
Most of the analyses formerly applied to determine F2 used the FKP [5] formalism
for light quarks to describe the \pointlike" part of F2 , complemented by the \hadronic"
part taken as the Vector Meson Dominance Model (VDM) parametrisation of the
TPC/2 [6] group and a heavy avour contribution in the framework of the Quark
Parton Model (QPM) [3]. A phenomenological parameter p0t was introduced to separate
the perturbative, pointlike part from the non-perturbative, \hadronic" part of F2 based
on the transverse momentum of the quarks with respect to the photons in the rest frame
of the hadronic system. This parameter was varied to give the best description of the
data by the Monte Carlo model, which was then used to unfold F2 . Several analyses
using this strategy or a similar one have been published [6{13].
Now that deep inelastic electron-photon interactions have been implemented in the
general purpose Monte Carlo programs HERWIG [14, 15] and PYTHIA [16, 17], it is
no longer necessary to t an empirical p0t parameter to the data before unfolding. In
the analysis presented here, these generators are used for the rst time to determine
F2 from the data.

2 The OPAL detector
The OPAL detector is described in detail elsewhere [18]; only the subdetectors which
are most relevant for this analysis, namely the electromagnetic calorimeters and the
tracking devices, are detailed below2. The OPAL detector has a uniform magnetic
eld of 0.435 T along the beam direction throughout the central tracking region, with
electromagnetic and hadronic calorimetry and muon chambers outside the coil.
The forward detectors (FD) cover the  region from 47 to 140 mrad at each end
of the OPAL detector. They consist of cylindrical lead-scintillator calorimeters with a
depth of 24 radiation lengths (X0) divided azimuthally
into 16 segments. The energy
p
resolution for electromagnetic showers is 18%= E , where E is in GeV. An array
of three planes of proportional tubes buried in the calorimeter at a depth of 4 X0
provides a precise shower position measurement, with a typical resolution of 3{4 mm,
corresponding to 2.5 mrad in , and less than 3.5 mrad in . The acceptance of the
FD covered the range in  from 47 to 140 mrad from 1990 to 1992, and from 60 to
In the OPAL right-handed coordinate system the x-axis points towards the centre of the LEP
ring, the y-axis points upwards and the z -axis points in the direction of the electron beam. The polar
angle  and the azimuthal angle  are de ned with respect to the z -axis and x-axis, respectively.
2
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140 mrad from 1993 onwards, after the installation of the small-angle silicon tungsten
luminometer (SW) which covers the region in  from 25 to 60 mrad. The space between
the outer edge of the FD and the inner edge of the electromagnetic endcap calorimeter
is lled by a small annular lead-scintillator calorimeter, the gamma catcher.
The endcap electromagnetic calorimeters are homogeneous devices composed of
arrays of lead-glass blocks of 9:2  9:2 cm2 cross-section and typically 22 X0 in depth,
giving good shower containment. The endcaps cover
p the angular range from 200 to
630 mrad. The energy resolution is typically 15%= E , where E is in GeV, at angles
above 350 mrad, but becomes worse closer to the edge of the detector.
Charged particles are detected by a silicon microvertex detector, a drift chamber
vertex detector, and a jet chamber. Outside the jet chamber, but still in the magnetic
eld, lies a layer of drift chambers whose purpose is to improve the track reconstruction
in the z-coordinate parallel to the beam direction.
The resolution of the transverse
q
p
2
momentum for charged particles is p = 0:02 + (0:0015 pt )2 for j cos j < 0:7 and
degrades for higher values of j cos j. Outside the solenoid is the electromagnetic barrel
calorimeter, of similar construction to the endcaps described above.
t

t

3 Kinematics and data selection
The measurement of F2 (x; Q2) involves the determination of x and Q2 which can be
obtained from the four-vectors of the tagged electron and the hadronic nal state as
follows:
Q2 = 2 Eb Etag (1 cos tag)
(2)
2
Q
x = Q2 + W
(3)
2 + P2 :
Etag and tag are the energy and polar angle of the observed electron, Eb is the beam
energy, and W the invariant mass of the hadronic nal state. P 2 = p2 is the negative
value of the virtuality of the quasi-real photon. For this singly-tagged sample, an
antitag condition is applied (see list of cuts below). This ensures that P 2 is close to
zero and it is neglected in evaluating x from Eq. 3.
The four-momentum of the hadronic system is calculated by summing over all
charged particle tracks, assuming the pion mass, and calorimeter clusters without associated tracks, where quality criteria are applied to both the tracks and the clusters
to ensure that they are well reconstructed [19].
The analysis uses all available data from the 1990 to 1995 LEP runs, with the e+ e
centre-of-mass energies close to the Z0 mass. The total integrated e+ e luminosity,
determined from small-angle Bhabha scattering events, is 156:4  1:7 pb 1. The tagged
electron is detected either in the forward detectors, (Q2  6 30 GeV2), or in the
endcap electromagnetic calorimeters, (Q2  60 400 GeV2). These two samples are
6

subject to di erent selection criteria and are referred to as low-Q2 and high-Q2 samples.
Candidate events for the process ? ! hadrons are required to satisfy criteria for the
tagged electron as well as for the hadronic nal state, in addition to several technical
cuts to ensure good detector status and track quality. The event selection listed below
has been designed to have a high eciency for signal events and to reject background
events, which mainly stem from the reactions ? !  + and Z0 ! hadrons. The
cuts for the low-Q2 sample are:
1. A tagged electron candidate is required which produces a cluster in a forward
detector with energy Etag  0:775 Eb and polar angle 60  tag  120 mrad
with respect to either of the beam directions.
2. The energy Ea of the most energetic cluster in the hemisphere opposite to the
one which contains the tagged electron is restricted to Ea  0:25 Eb (antitag
requirement).
3. At least three tracks originating from the hadronic nal state have to be present.
4. The visible invariant mass Wvis of the hadronic system, calculated as the mass of
the four-momentum vector of the hadronic system as de ned above, is required
to be in the range 2:5  Wvis  40 GeV.
The cuts for the high-Q2 sample are:
1. A tagged electron candidate is required which produces a cluster in an endcap
calorimeter with energy 0:75 Eb  Etag  1:15 Eb and polar angle 200  tag 
500 mrad with respect to either of the beam directions.
2. The energy Ea of the most energetic cluster in the hemisphere opposite to the
one which contains the tagged electron is restricted to Ea  0:15 Eb (antitag
requirement).
3. At least three tracks originating from the hadronic nal state have to be present.
4. The visible invariant mass Wvis of the hadronic system, calculated as the mass of
the four-momentum vector of the hadronic system as de ned above, is required
to be in the range 2:5  Wvis  25 GeV.
5. The balance in transverse momentum, pt;bal, with respect to the beam axis projected onto the tag plane (de ned by the four-vectors of the beam electrons and
the tagged electron) has to be smaller than 5 GeV.
6. The component of the momentum of the hadronic system which is transverse to
the beam direction and the tag plane, pt;out, has to be smaller than 4 GeV.
7

7. The missing component of the momentum in the event along the beam axis,
pz;miss , has to be in the range 0:5 Eb  pz;miss  0:5 Eb . In calculating this
quantity it is assumed that the untagged electron carries the full beam energy
and escapes along the beam direction in the hemisphere which does not contain
the tagged electron.
8. The energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter in a cone in pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle (in radians) of size 0.5 about the direction of the
tagged electron, excluding the cluster of the tagged electron, must be less than 2
GeV. The energy in a cone of the same size but in the direction opposite to the
electron candidate cluster has to be less than 1 GeV.
The stricter cuts applied to events where the electron is tagged in the endcaps re ect
the much lower signal to background ratio in this sample. With these cuts 5455 and
225 events, with average squared momentum transfers hQ2i of 13 GeV2 and 135 GeV2,
are selected in the low-Q2 and high-Q2 samples, respectively. The accessible values in
x range from 0.0025 to 0.994. Using sets of independent triggers, the trigger eciency
is evaluated to be 99.6% for the low-Q2 sample and 100% for the high-Q2 sample.

4 Monte Carlo generation and background estimates
A range of Monte Carlo generators has been used to simulate signal events, background
events, and to check the calculations by comparing samples for the same process from
more than one generator. All Monte Carlo events are passed through the OPAL detector simulation program [20] and the same reconstruction and analysis chain as the
real data events.
Since the last OPAL publication on the photon structure function [7], the two general purpose generators HERWIG 5:8d and PYTHIA 5:718 have become available with
the deep inelastic electron-photon scattering process included. They are used throughout this analysis. In addition, comparisons and systematic checks have been made using
the generator F2GEN, which was developed based on the TWOGEN generator [21] for
the previous OPAL analysis [7]. All these programs can generate events according to a
chosen parametrisation of the photon structure function F2 . The programs have been
checked by comparing the cross-sections and distributions for samples generated with a
QPM structure function with corresponding samples from the Vermaseren [22] generator using QED matrix elements and JETSET [16,23] fragmentation. All cross-sections
agree well with each other in the selected region of Q2 and W , with one exception.
The cross-section in PYTHIA for W less than 5 GeV is 15 to 20% lower than the one
predicted by HERWIG. The main features of the Monte Carlo models, as they were
used in this analysis, are listed in table 1.
The most important di erence between the signal-event generators is in the way
8

HERWIG 5:8d PYTHIA 5:718
F2GEN
Vermaseren
quark avours
all
all
u,d,s
c
parton shower initial + nal
initial + nal
nal
nal
fragmentation
cluster
string
string
string
SUE
yes/no
no
no
no
angular distrib. matrix elements matrix elements pointlike/peripheral pointlike
mc [GeV]
1.8
1.35
{
1.6
Table 1: The most relevant features of the Monte Carlo models, as they were used in
this analysis. SUE denotes the soft underlying event explained in the text.
in which they generate nal state hadrons. Both HERWIG and PYTHIA incorporate
QCD-inspired models of the emission of hard partons, followed by their own hadronisation processes, the JETSET string model in PYTHIA and the cluster model in
HERWIG. This analysis is a rst attempt to see whether they successfully predict the
properties of nal states in deep inelastic electron-photon scattering. The HERWIG
generator provides the possibility of adding a \soft underlying event" (SUE) with a
uniform rapidity plateau of extra hadrons from the photon remnant in addition to
the partons from the perturbative process. In this analysis HERWIG is used without
simulating the underlying event for the standard generation, as the inclusion of the
underlying event for deep inelastic electron-photon scattering is discouraged by the
authors [15], but the e ect of the underlying event was considered in estimating the
systematic error on F2 as detailed in section 6.3.
F2GEN assumes a two-quark state in the ? centre-of-mass system and uses the
JETSET string fragmentation algorithm to convert it to hadrons. The angular distribution of the two outgoing quarks in the ? centre-of-mass system is chosen either to
be \pointlike" or \peripheral". Pointlike here means that the angular distribution is
the same as it would be for lepton pair production from two real photons, as if no hard
nal state QCD radiation occurred and as if photons had no hadron-like component {
clearly an unphysically extreme case, but interesting for comparison with other models. Peripheral means that the angle between the outgoing quarks and the incoming
photons in the centre-of-mass system is randomly sampled so as to give an exponential
distribution of transverse momentum with a mean of 300 MeV, as if all the photons
interacted as pre-existing hadrons and direct photon-quark coupling never occurred {
another unphysically extreme case. In previous OPAL analyses the pointlike prescription was used for a sample of events generated with the FKP structure function [5]
and added to a peripheral sample generated with a Vector Meson Dominance structure
function [6]. It is now acknowledged that the FKP structure function is not likely to
be reliable for x < 0:1 [24]; see Ref. [25] for a detailed discussion.
Other parametrisations of F2 , such as the one based on the leading order (LO)
9

GRV [26], and SaS1D [25] parton density functions (PDFs) used in this analysis, are
de ned so as to include both the direct photon-quark coupling and the e ect of the
hadronic part of the photon. At low x it is expected that the hadronic part dominates.
In order to take this into account, some of the F2GEN samples have been produced
with the so-called \perimiss" combination. For x values less then xcut = 0:05, all
events generated with the given structure function are given the peripheral angular
distribution. Above xcut they are picked by a hit-or-miss Monte Carlo choice to come
from either a pointlike or a peripheral sample, according to the ratio of the VDM F2
to the total F2 at that x and Q2 for a given PDF (more details in Ref. [27]).
The various options discussed above make it possible to investigate the dependence
of the measured F2 on the modelling of the hadronic nal state in more detail than
was possible in earlier investigations.
The contribution to F2 from the charm quark is treated di erently in di erent
samples. F2GEN (pointlike or perimiss) uses F2 for three light avours (u, d, s) with
an extra QPM charm sample added using the Vermaseren program. The SaS1D and
the GRV parametrisations of the PDFs treat charm as a Bethe-Heitler contribution
to F2 which is taken into account if W exceeds twice the mass of the charm quark
(W > 2mc), where mc is taken to be 1.3 GeV and 1.5 GeV in the two parametrisations,
respectively. In contrast, in the version of the GRV parametrisation which was used
for the event generation of the HERWIG samples { the GRV parametrisation in the
form available from the PDFLIB library [28] { charm is treated as a massless quark
which contributes to F2 , independently of W for Q > 2mc. Also, the Monte Carlo
programs themselves contain di erent assumptions for mc (1.6 GeV in the Vermaseren
program, 1.8 GeV in HERWIG, and 1.35 GeV in PYTHIA). During event generation
in HERWIG the contribution of charm to F2 is neglected for W < 2mc, independently
of the particular parametrisation of the parton density functions used. This has been
taken into account when deriving F2 .
The background to the ? ! hadrons signal comes from events which contain a
true or fake tagged electron and an apparent low-mass hadronic nal state (compared
to the e+e centre-of-mass energy). The dominant background sources are ? !  +
and Z0 ! hadrons events. They have been simulated with the Vermaseren program
for ? !  + and with the JETSET Monte Carlo for Z0 ! hadrons. Additional
background sources are four-fermion events with e+e qq and e+ e  + nal states,
and Z0 !  + events. The four-fermion events from the annihilation, bremsstrahlung
and conversion diagrams (see Ref. [29] for details) have been simulated by the FERMISV [30] and PYTHIA programs, and the Z0 !  +  events by the KORALZ generator [31]. The sum of these contributions is estimated to be of the order of 1 to 2%
for each of the two samples. After applying the cuts as de ned in section 3 for the
low-Q2 and high-Q2 samples the total background is approximately 9% and 12% in the
two samples, respectively. The number of selected events in the data and the expected
contributions of background events from the main sources are listed in table 2, where
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the quoted errors are statistical only.
sample selected ? !  + Z0 ! hadrons
low-Q2 5455 289:4  12:7 122:0  12:0
high-Q2 225
18:5  3:3
3:5  2:0
Table 2: The number of selected events in the data, and the expected dominant background contributions obtained from the Monte Carlo models, normalised to the data
luminosity, in the low-Q2 and high-Q2 samples, respectively.

5 Data description and modelling of the
mentation

?

frag-

The measurement of F2 and the modelling of the hadronic nal state are closely connected, as the measurement of F2 involves the determination of W from the hadronic
nal state. Because of the nite detector resolution and the incomplete angular coverage the correlation of Wvis and W critically depends on the modelling of the hadronic
nal state. Therefore a detailed comparison of the observed hadronic nal state and
the predictions from the various Monte Carlo models is necessary. The results of this
study are summarised in this section.
In former analyses nal state hadrons going into the forward region of the detector
were neglected. This was assumed not to cause any problems, for two reasons. Firstly,
because at lower centre-of-mass energies the boost in the forward direction was less, so
for W greater than 2.5 GeV a larger fraction of the hadrons were seen in the central
detectors and were well measured. Secondly, because the simple Monte Carlo models
available at that time did not simulate the whole range of possible variations in the
? fragmentation. After the rst OPAL analysis of F [7] it was realised that this
2
might be an important shortcoming of the commonly used approach [32].
The hadronic system in deep inelastic electron-photon scattering reactions is usually
boosted along the beam direction. Figure 2 shows for events selected with the lowQ2 cuts the prediction from HERWIG for the hadronic energy ow per event as a
function of the pseudorapidity of the particles. For the purpose of the energy ow
analysis a particle is de ned as either a track which passes the quality cuts, or an
electromagnetic cluster not associated with a track. In all energy ow distributions the
tagged electron is not shown. The pseudorapidity is de ned as  = ln(tan(0=2)),
where 0 is the polar angle of the particle measured from the direction of the beam
that has produced the quasi-real photon, so the tagged electron is at 3:5 <  < 2:8.
This gure demonstrates that, for the selected low-Q2 singly-tagged sample, a very
11

signi cant fraction of the energy ow in events from the HERWIG generator goes into
the forward region of the OPAL detector. Two thirds of the energy is deposited in the
central region of the detectors, 30% goes into the forward region of the OPAL detector,
which in this analysis is de ned as the region covered by the FD and SW detectors. As
little as 5% of the total hadronic energy is lost in the beampipe. The small ineciency
in the central detector region is mostly due to the fact that some hadrons in this region
carry low energy, and therefore fail the track cuts.
The energy in the forward region (25{200 mrad) has been sampled by using the
electromagnetic and hadronic energy response of all the OPAL FD and SW detectors
with a partial correction for the hadronic energy from charged pions in the FD. About
half of the charged pions traverse the electromagnetic detectors without depositing
energy above the threshold of 2 GeV. About 42% of the total hadronic energy in the
forward region can be recovered, with an energy resolution of E=E = 30% of the
seen energy.
The visible invariant mass Wvis of the hadronic event is obtained from the fourmomenta of all visible particles in the event, apart from the tagged electron. Then xvis
is calculated from Wvis and Q2 using Eq. 3. As a result of including the forward region,
the correlation between W and Wvis at large W is substantially increased. Figure 3 (a)
shows the correlation of W and Wvis for the HERWIG Monte Carlo with and without
the use of the forward region of the OPAL detector, emphasising the importance of
the energy measurement in this region. The degree of correlation between Wvis and
W also depends on the Monte Carlo model used. The pointlike sample from F2GEN
( gure 3 (b)) maintains the correlation up to higher values of W than the HERWIG
sample, and with the addition of forward energy the correlation becomes even better.
The Monte Carlo models describe many of the data distributions reasonably well.
Figure 4 shows some examples before the subtraction of background events. In the
distribution of the energy of the tagged electron in gure 4 (a) the background from
Z0 ! hadrons is clearly visible peaking at a low fraction of the beam energy. Most of
this background is removed by requiring Etag > 0:775 Eb (indicated by the vertical line;
see section 3). The background is shown at the bottom of the plots and has been added
to the HERWIG and PYTHIA samples which have been normalised to the luminosity
of the data. The di erences at low tag in gure 4 (b) are due to the installation of the
small angle luminometer part of the way through the data taking (see section 2). The
Monte Carlo samples shown here do not account for the period before the installation.
A cut at tag > 60 mrad removes this region.
Figure 5 (a) shows that both HERWIG and PYTHIA are in reasonable agreement
with the Wvis distribution measured in the data in the low-Q2 sample, at least for
Wvis < 20 GeV. Figures 5 (b){(d) demonstrate that none of the generators represents
the nal state accurately. While the distribution of the transverse momentum pt;in in
the tag plane (de ned by the beam direction and the direction of the tagged electron)
shows only moderate discrepancies, quantities such as the total visible energy Evis in
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the event, or the transverse energy Et;out out of the tag plane, show clear discrepancies
between models and data. It is clear from gure 5 (d) in particular that the data
extend into regions of phase space which PYTHIA does not populate at all. Figure 6
shows the same distributions for the high-Q2 sample. This region is less dependent
on the modelling of the non-perturbative component. As a consequence, the overall
agreement between data and Monte Carlo models is better for this sample.
The failure of the models in the low-Q2 region is most marked at low xvis as gure 7
illustrates. This gure shows the Et;out distributions in three xvis ranges. For xvis > 0:1,
all of the generators are adequate, but for xvis < 0:1 the generators are mutually
inconsistent, and in disagreement with the data. At high Et;out the data show a clear
excess over HERWIG and PYTHIA, while the pointlike F2GEN sample exceeds the
data in the region of high Et;out.
The di erences between Monte Carlo models and data in the low-Q2 region become even more apparent when the energy ow per event is plotted as a function of
pseudorapidity and the azimuthal angle , where  =  tag. Figure 8 shows
the energy ow per event for the data and three Monte Carlo models. Most hadronic
energy is clustered around  = , balancing the transverse momentum of the tagged
electron with respect to the beam. While, around  = , HERWIG shows a concentration of energy ow in the hemisphere which contains the tagged electron, the
data and the F2GEN pointlike sample project more of the hadronic energy into the
other hemisphere. Figure 9 shows the same energy ow per event as a function of
pseudorapidity only, summing over all . The energy ow is plotted in bins of xvis
and tag. The two regions in tag correspond to an average squared momentum transfer
of hQ2i = 8.5 GeV2 and hQ2i = 16.5 GeV2. As was observed in gure 7, the largest
di erences between the data and Monte Carlo distributions appear at xvis < 0:1. Both
HERWIG and PYTHIA have an excess of energy close to  ' 1 in the hemisphere
which contains the tagged electron. While both underestimate the energy projected in
the pseudorapidity region of 1:5 <  < 2, they seem to generate too much energy in
the forward region of  > 2:3. The pointlike events of the F2GEN sample, on the other
hand, overestimate the energy ow, in particular for xvis < 0:1, but tend to model the
peak in the data better at 1:5 <  < 2 and tag > 75 mrad.
Based on the detection eciency of the OPAL detector modelled by the simulation
program [20] the energy ow of the data was corrected in each bin of pseudorapidity
and compared directly with the generated energy of each Monte Carlo model. The
results are shown in gure 10 for the low-Q2 region and in gure 11 for the highQ2 region. The event selection cuts, as described in section 3, have been applied to
these distributions. The correction factors for the data were computed by dividing the
histogram of the energy ow at the generator level by the corresponding histogram
after detector simulation, such as shown in gure 2. These correction factors obtained
from the di erent Monte Carlo models were averaged, and the di erence between the
models is taken as the systematic error.
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The serious discrepancies between the data and any of the available Monte Carlo
models are seen both within the central region of the detector (jj < 2:3), where the
energy ow is well measured, and in the forward region, where the energy can only
be sampled. Figure 10 shows that the pointlike and HERWIG Monte Carlo samples
di er from one another as markedly in the forward region as they do in the central
detector region. The fact that the PYTHIA and HERWIG simulations agree quite well
with each other in the forward region cannot be taken as reassuring, since they both
disagree with the data very clearly. In the forward region the data points in gure 10
lie closer to the pointlike simulation than to HERWIG or PYTHIA. It is from this
region of acceptance that the largest uncertainties arise in the measurement of W and
hence of x. Overall the energy ow at high Q2, gure 11, appears to be better modelled
by all generators, but the energy ow in the forward region is still overestimated by
HERWIG and PYTHIA. The di erence between the pointlike and perimiss samples
from F2GEN is much reduced compared to gure 10.
It is clear from the gures 8{11 that the unfolding will have large errors as long as
the energy ow from the di erent models remains in clear disagreement with the energy
ow in the data, in particular in the region of xvis < 0:1 and Q2 < 30 GeV2. This
problem needs to be addressed in the framework of the models, in order signi cantly
to reduce the systematic error. The distribution in gure 10 for the perimiss version
of F2GEN (see de nition in section 4 above) is very similar in character to those for
the QCD motivated models, HERWIG and PYTHIA. But there is only one di erence
between the two F2GEN samples; the angular distribution of the outgoing quarks in
the ? centre-of-mass system. At  > 2 the data are much closer to the pointlike
distribution than to perimiss or the QCD models. This indicates that in tuning these
models particular attention will need to be given to the angular distributions of partons
in the ? system.

6 The determination of F2
It has been shown that the generators give an adequate description of the hadronic
system for xvis > 0:1, although signi cant discrepancies are seen at lower xvis. With
this limitation in mind, F2 has been determined as a function of x in bins of Q2 from
the xvis distribution using the method of regularised unfolding [33]. The measurement
presented here is mainly based on the HERWIG Monte Carlo model. The PYTHIA
and the F2GEN models are used to estimate the model dependence of the result.
6.1

General considerations

The principle of the unfolding is the following. The distribution gdet of a quantity u
(e.g. xvis) directly measured by the detector is related to the distribution f part of a
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partonic variable ! (e.g. x) by an integral equation which expresses the convolution of
the true distribution with all e ects
between the creation of the hard process
R that occur
det
part
and the measurement g (u) = A(u; !) f (!) d! + B (u), where B (u) represents an
additional contribution from background events. This integral equation is transformed
into a matrix equation, and solved numerically, leading to the histogram f part(!).
This simple method can produce spurious oscillating components in the result due to
limited detector resolution and statistical uctuations. Therefore the method has to
be improved by a regularisation procedure which reduces these oscillations.
Technically, in the analysis performed here, the unfolding works as follows. A set of
Monte Carlo events is used as an input to the unfolding program [34]. These events are
based on an input F2 and implicitly carry the information about the response function
A(xvis; x). A continuous weight function fmult(x) is de ned which depends only on x.
This function is used to calculate an individual weight factor for each Monte Carlo
event. The weight function is obtained by a t of the xvis distribution of the Monte
Carlo sample to the measured xvis distribution of the data, such that the reweighted
Monte Carlo events describe as well as possible the xvis distribution of the data. After
the unfolding both distributions agree with each other on a statistical basis. The
unfolded F2 (x; Q2) from the data is then obtained by multiplying the input F2 (x; Q2)
of the Monte Carlo with the weight function fmult(x).
The data were subdivided into three ranges of Q2, two ranges for the low-Q2 sample
and one for the high-Q2 sample, with approximate ranges of 6{8, 8{30 and 60{400 GeV2
and with average squared momentum transfers hQ2i= 7.5, 14.7 and 135 GeV2. The
xvis distributions for the three data sets are shown in gure 12 (a){(c); the symbols
used here also apply to gures 13 and 14. The distributions of the signal Monte
Carlo (HERWIG using the GRV parametrisation) with the background added to it
are shown as the dashed histogram. In addition the background events are shown
separately at the bottom of the gure. The numbers of Monte Carlo events in each bin
are absolute predictions calculated for the data luminosity. The result of the unfolding
is shown as the open histogram, which represents the signal Monte Carlo with the
background added to it after the unfolding has been performed. It is observed that
the mean xvis increases with increasing Q2, and that the xvis distribution of the data is
well represented by the sum of the signal and background Monte Carlo samples after
unfolding. On average, in order to t the measured xvis distribution, the unfolding
has increased the weights of the Monte Carlo events. The total change amounts to
8%, 15%, 6%, for hQ2i= 7.5, 14.7 and 135 GeV2, respectively. It can also be seen
from gure 12 that not only the total number of events, but also the shape of the xvis
distribution, is slightly changed by the unfolding.
6.2

Checks of the unfolding procedure

The unfolding procedure delivers a weight for each Monte Carlo event as described
above, which can then be used to reweight the Monte Carlo distributions of di erent
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variables. Any reweighting based on the generated x distribution will change the
shape of other measurable variables besides xvis. Therefore the comparison of these
distributions with the data gives an important check of the transformation, as described
by the Monte Carlo simulation, between the partonic distributions and the measurable
distributions.
Figures 13 and 14 show examples of those distributions, applying the cuts as listed
in section 3. Di erent distributions are chosen in gures 13 and 14 in order to display
a larger set of variables. Figure 13 compares the data and the HERWIG Monte Carlo
at hQ2i= 14.7 GeV2. The distributions shown are (a) the energy of the tagged electron
Etag as a fraction of the beam energy Eb, (b) the polar angle tag of the tagged electron, (c) the visible invariant mass Wvis of the hadronic system, and (d) the number
of charged particles Nch seen in the detector. Figure 14 shows a similar comparison of
the PYTHIA Monte Carlo sample with the data at hQ2i= 135 GeV2. The variables
shown are (a) Etag/Eb, (b) the measured Q2, (c) the neutral energy Eneut, which is
obtained by adding up the energy of the calorimeter clusters which cannot be associated with tracks, and (d) the missing longitudinal momentum of the event scaled
by the beam energy. The distributions from both Monte Carlo samples are slightly
lower than the distributions observed in the data, both for the quantities measured
from the electron and for distributions obtained from the hadronic nal state, and the
agreement improves signi cantly after the reweighting based on the unfolding of the
xvis distribution.
The impact of di erent parton density parametrisations and fragmentation models on the unfolded result has been assessed by applying the unfolding procedure to
several samples of Monte Carlo events. Figure 15 shows some examples for two mock
data samples; in each case the unfolding Monte Carlo was HERWIG with the GRV
parametrisation. The mean value of F2 in each bin as assumed in the unfolding Monte
Carlo is shown as the solid lines.
In gure 15 (a), (b) HERWIG Monte Carlo events with SaS1D are used as mock
data. The unfolding should recover the F2 based on the SaS1D parametrisation, which
is represented by the mean value of F2 in each bin shown as the dash-dotted lines.
The charm threshold as assumed in HERWIG, which leads to an abrupt drop of the
parametrisation at medium x (at 0.37 for (a) and 0.53 for (b)), lies within the range
studied, and is taken into account in the evaluation of the mean values. The trend of the
distribution is recovered, but at small values of x the result falls too low, and at large
values of x the result is much higher than the F2 based on the SaS1D parametrisation.
In gure 15 (c), (d) the mock data were generated using PYTHIA, again with the
SaS1D PDF. This check mainly shows the e ect of the di erent ? fragmentation
as implemented in HERWIG and PYTHIA. The unfolding result of the three lowest
points in gure 15 (c) is about right, whereas the point at high x is much too low. This
e ect, which is even more dramatic in gure 15 (d), is not yet fully understood. It is
assumed to arise from the di erence in the generators at low W and correspondingly
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large x, which means at low energies of the quasi-real photon (see section 4).
In the unfolding of the data all the di erent Monte Carlo samples are used (see
section 6.3). The systematic e ects observed in the di erent Monte Carlo samples are
included in the evaluation of the systematic errors of the unfolding result. The total
error is dominated by this contribution.
6.3

Results

In order to measure the central values of F2 in bins of x a \reference" unfolding is dened. It is based on a HERWIG Monte Carlo sample, which uses the GRV parametrisation and no soft underlying event. The event selection cuts as described in section 3
are applied.
Each Q2 range is unfolded separately, with the x binning chosen as in a former
analysis [7], to allow for a direct comparison. The unfolded F2 measurements are
shown in gure 16 (a){(c), and listed in table 3. The gures also show the F2 calculated
from the GRV and the SaS1D parton density parametrisation, both using the charm
contribution to F2 for massive charm quarks and both evaluated at the corresponding
hQ2i values. The value of F2 = is given at the centre of the x bin. The bin sizes

hQ2i

7.5 GeV2
14.7 GeV2

135 GeV2

Bin
I
II
III
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III

x
0:001 < x < 0:091
0:091 < x < 0:283
0:283 < x < 0:649
0:006 < x < 0:137
0:137 < x < 0:324
0:324 < x < 0:522
0:522 < x < 0:836
0:100 < x < 0:300
0:300 < x < 0:600
0:600 < x < 0:800

F2 =
0:28  0:02 + 00::03
10
+
0
:
0:32  0:02 0:08
13
+
0
:
0:38  0:04 0:06
21
+
0
:
0:38  0:01 0:06
13
+
0
:
0:41  0:02 0:06
03
+
0
:
0:41  0:03 0:08
11
+
0
:
0:54  0:05 0:31
13
+
0
:
0:65  0:09 0:33
06
+
0
:
0:73  0:08 0:04
08
+
0
:
0:72  0:10 0:81
07

Table 3: Results for F2 as a function of x for four active avours in bins of Q2. The
rst errors are statistical and the second systematic. See text for details.
are indicated by the vertical lines at the top of the gure. The vertical error bars
show both the statistical error alone and the full error, given by the quadratic sum of
statistical and systematic errors. The central values and statistical errors of the F2
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measurements were estimated using the reference unfolding.
The estimation of the systematic error includes three parts: the variation of the
compositions of signal and background events in the sample, the use of di erent F2
structure functions assumed in the Monte Carlo samples, and the di erent modelling
of the formation of the hadronic nal state.
In order to allow for varying compositions of signal and background events, the
event selection cuts were varied as listed in table 4. The choice of the cut variations
re ects the di erent population of signal events in the three Q2 ranges, in terms of
the scattering angle of the electron and Wvis, as well as the di erent behaviour of
the background events. The unfolding was carried out using HERWIG with the GRV
parametrisation and only one cut (e.g. a lower or upper restriction in Wvis) was varied
from the standard set in each unfolding. To study the uncertainty due to the structure

hQ2i= 7.5 GeV2

hQ2i= 14.7 GeV2 hQ2i= 135 GeV2

min Etag
Etag > 0:70; 0:85 Eb Etag > 0:70; 0:85 Eb Etag > 0:85 Eb
min tag [mrad]
tag > 65
tag > 70
tag > 250
max tag [mrad]
{
tag < 110
tag > 380
2
2
2
2
2 > 20; 100
min Wvis [GeV ]
Wvis > 10
Wvis > 10
Wvis
2 [GeV2]
2 < 400
2 < 400
2 < 400; 800
max Wvis
Wvis
Wvis
Wvis
pt [GeV]
pt;out < 6 and
pt;out < 6 and
{
pt;bal < 4
pt;bal < 4
antitag
{
{
Ea < 0:2 Eb

Table 4: The list of variations of the kinematical cuts. A dash means that no variation
was performed.
functions assumed in the Monte Carlo samples, for the low-Q2 sample, the unfolding
was done using the HERWIG generator, the standard set of cuts and the SaS1D PDF's.
The e ect of the di erent modelling of the formation of the hadronic nal state was
studied in two ways. The unfolding was repeated for the low-Q2 sample using HERWIG
with the standard cuts but simulating the soft underlying event (SUE). To evaluate the
dependence on the chosen Monte Carlo model (HERWIG, PYTHIA or F2GEN) the
unfolding was done for the standard cuts but either using PYTHIA with the SaS1D
parametrisation, or using F2GEN as explained below. The di erence between these
results and the reference unfolding is quoted as the model dependence. A summary of
the observed di erences between the various unfolding result and the central value can
be found in table 5. The quoted values are the maximum deviations in each category
from the result of the reference unfolding on both sides. If the variation is to one side,
only one value is quoted. The systematic error assigned to the result, shown in table 3,
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is taken as the maximum deviation from the central value.

hQ2i = 7.5 GeV2

Bin
I
II
III
+ 0:01
Etag
0:01 + 00::04
03
0:02
tag +0:03 0:13 0:08
<+ 0:01
2
Wvis
0:02 +< 0:01
0:01
0:01
pt
0:01 < 0:01 +0:01
PDF +0:03 < 0:01 0:21
SUE
0:04 0:09 +0:05
+
0:01
+ 0:08
+ 0:06
model
0:10
0:02
0:06

I

+ 0:02
0:01

hQ2i = 14.7 GeV2
II

+ 0:01
0:02

< 0:01 0:02
< 0:01 0:02
< 0:01 < 0:01
+0:06 +0:02
0:05 0:03
+ 0:03
+0:06
0:13

III

+ 0:02
0:02

IV

+ 0:02
0:01
<+ 0:01
0:10

+0:04
+0:05
0:12
< 0:01 < 0:01
0:11
0:13
< 0:01 +0:02
+ 0:08
+0:31
0:03

hQ2i = 135 GeV2

Bin
I
II
III
+
0
:
04
Etag +0:07 0:03
0:07
tag +0:33 + 00::01
08 +0:11
+
0
:
02
+
0
:
01 + 0:26
2
Wvis
0:03
0:06 < 0:01
antitag 0:01 < 0:01 0:02
+ 0:03 +0:81
model + 00::04
06
0:04
Table 5: The di erences between the various unfolding results and the result of the
reference unfolding for F2 for four active avours as a function of x in bins of Q2. SUE
denotes the soft underlying event explained in the text. The bins are de ned in table 3.
Since with F2GEN only light quarks (u, d, s) were generated for both Q2 samples,
F2GEN can be used only to evaluate F2 for three active avours; therefore the systematic uncertainty due to the use of F2GEN was treated di erently. It was veri ed that
the contributions of charm to F2 from the HERWIG and Vermaseren programs agree
with each other. The charm contribution as predicted by the Vermaseren program
was subtracted from the data leading to a data sample corresponding to an F2 with
three active avours. This data sample was then unfolded using the F2GEN generator
assuming the hadronic nal state to be entirely pointlike or using the perimiss option
explained in section 4, and with the HERWIG model based on four active avours, all
leading to a three avour result for the unfolded F2 from the data. In some of the
bins, especially at low x and Q2, the di erence in the results for the three avour F2
of HERWIG and F2GEN is the largest uncertainty. This di erence scaled by the ratio
of the HERWIG four avour and three avour results was included in the evaluation
of the the model dependence in table 5.
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Taking into account all e ects studied above the systematic errors are considerably
larger than evaluated in the old style determinations of F2 , such as e.g. in Ref. [7].
The unfolded results on F2 as a function of x are well described by the F2 structure
functions obtained from the GRV and SaS1D parton density parametrisations in all
Q2 ranges.
Because of the systematic limitations in the regimes of low and high x, discussed in
section 5 and section 6.2, the measurement of F2 = as a function of Q2 is restricted to
the less problematic region of mean x values 0:1 < x < 0:6 where, as can be seen from
gure 12, data at all hQ2i are available. The result is shown in gure 16 (d) and listed
in table 6. A clear increase of F2 = with Q2 is observed in the data, in agreement with
the QCD prediction. For this result the systematic error is evaluated in the same way

hQ2i

F2 =

7.5 GeV2
14.7 GeV2
135 GeV2
+ 0:08
+ 0:14
0:36  0:02 + 00::06
12 0:41  0:01 0:04 0:71  0:07 0:05

Table 6: Results for F2 for four active avours averaged over 0:1  x  0:6 in bins of
Q2. The rst errors are statistical and the second systematic. See text for details.
as stated above. Table 7 shows a list of the components contributing to the systematic
uncertainty.

hQ2i = 7.5 GeV2 hQ2i = 14.7 GeV2 hQ2i = 135 GeV2

+ 0:02
+ 0:01
+ 0:07
Etag
0:02
< 0:01
0:01
+
0
:
01
tag
0:10
+0:135
0:01
+ 0:01
<+ 0:01
2
Wvis
+0:02
< 0:01
0:02
pt
< 0:01
< 0:01
{
antitag
{
{
0:01
PDF
0:12
0:04
{
SUE
0:01
0:03
{
+
0
:
06
+
0
:01
model
+0:08
0:02
0:05
Table 7: The di erences between the various unfolding results and the result of the
reference unfolding for F2 for four active avours averaged over 0:1  x  0:6 in bins
of Q2. For explanations see table 5.

The measurement of the slope d(F2 = )=d ln Q2 is a basic test of QCD, which has
been carried out at lower centre-of-mass energies. A summary of the results can be
found in Ref. [4]. At a nite value of Q2 the structure function F2 is predicted by the
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inhomogenous Altarelli{Parisi evolution equations [35] depending on a speci c ansatz
for F2 at a low scale Q20 < Q2. The speci c ansatz divides the structure function
F2 at Q20 with some arbitrariness into two parts, the hadronic part, and the pointlike
part. The hadronic part is a non-perturbative input and it is usually parametrised
as a function of x. Commonly used parametrisations are F2;had= = 0:2 (1 x) or
F2;had= = 0:2 x0:4 (1 x) [4]. The asymptotic limit Q2 ! 1 [36] of the pointlike
part is calculable in perturbative QCD. In the leading logarithmic approximation it is
2
F2;pl= = 3 Pf e4q  x  (x2 + (1 x)2) ln Q2 . Here 2 is a parameter of the order of the
QCD scale parameter QCD . The sum over all quark charges eq runs over all active
avours f . Although at nite values of Q2 the asymptotic solution is not applicable,
the ln Q2 behaviour of the pointlike part and therefore of F2 is retained.
Based on this observation a rst simple attempt to measure d(F2 = )=d ln Q2 at
Q2 to the three
LEP was made by tting a linear function of the form a + b ln GeV
2
data points in gure 16, where a and b are parameters which do not depend on x.
This approach does not take into account e ects due to the charm threshold which lies
within the range in x used for the two lowest points, and varies from point to point.
Also no assumptions are made on the x dependence of the hadronic part of F2 . The
t was performed using the measured values and errors listed in table 6 and assuming
the errors to be uncorrelated. Taking the total errors on F2 the result is
2
+ 0:06) ln Q ;
F2 (Q2)= = (0:08+ 00::13
)
+
(0
:
13
18
0:04
GeV2
with 2=dof= 0.05 (correlation coecient 0.95 between the two parameters). The
errors and the correlation of the parameters are as given by MINUIT [37]. The slope
d(F2 = )=d ln Q2 is signi cantly di erent from zero. The low value of 2=dof indicates
that the errors are estimated generously. In order to make a more precise measurement
of d(F2 = )=d ln Q2 the error determination has to be addressed and a more elaborate
procedure, taking possible correlations between the data at di erent hQ2i into account,
has to be applied in the future. The results using statistical errors only are a =
0:110:06 and b = 0:110:02 with 2=dof= 1.05 (the two parameters have a correlation
coecient of 0.99).

In gure 16 (d) the data are compared to several theoretical calculations. As
in gure 16 (a){(c) the LO predictions of the GRV parametrisation and the SaS1D
parametrisation having a contribution to F2 from massive charm quarks are shown.
The curve labeled HO [38] is a higher order (HO) prediction based on the HO GRV
parametrisation for three light quarks, complemented by the contribution of charm
quarks to F2 based on the HO calculation using massive charm quarks of Ref [39].
In this prediction the three light avours are decoupled from the charm quarks in the
evolution of F2 . The QCD scale parameter MS
3 for three avours was taken to be 248
MeV. The renormalisation and factorisation scale are assumed to be Q2, and the mass
of the charm quark is 1.5 GeV. The di erence between the HO prediction and the LO
predictions is rather small. The predicted values of d(F2 = )=d ln Q2 are 0.100 for GRV
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(LO) and SaS1D (LO) and 0.105 for the higher order calculation. The HO result is
also quite stable against scale variations. A change in the renormalisation scale and
factorisation scale from Q2 to Q2/4 and 4Q2 results in a change in d(F2 = )=d ln Q2 of
less than 1% compared to the result when Q2 is taken as the scale. The theoretical uncertainty is much smaller than the experimental one, and it is very desirable to reduce
the systematic uncertainty of the measurement in the future.
The F2 values presented here are not corrected for the e ect of nonzero virtuality
of the quasi-real photon. The P 2 allowed by the antitag condition for an electron at
the lower edge of the angular acceptance of the detector is 0.33 GeV2 and 0.20 GeV2
for the low-Q2 and high-Q2 samples, respectively. The mean values of the virtuality
of the quasi-real photon, hP 2 i, as predicted by the HERWIG and F2GEN models
are shown in table 8. The numbers give the predicted range of values depending on
the PDF and ? fragmentation chosen within the models. Sizable di erences in the
predictions are observed. There exist several theoretical ansatzes of how F2 should

P2

hP 2i

low-Q2
high-Q2
HERWIG 0.06 { 0.09 GeV2 0.03 { 0.05 GeV2
F2GEN 0.20 { 0.50 GeV2 0.05 { 0.08 GeV2
Table 8: Ranges of the predictions of hP 2 i of the Monte Carlo models for the two
samples.
behave as a function of P 2 [40{42]. Based on the P 2 dependent version of the SaS1D
parametrisation the e ect on F2 (x; Q2; P 2) was studied using as P 2 the mean values
predicted by the HERWIG model (see table 8) and the recommended scheme of Ref. [41]
to evaluate the o -shell anomalous component for low P 2. As an example the results
for two particular x values (see table 3) and for Q2 = 14.7 GeV2 are listed in table 9.
A strong drop of F2 (x; Q2; P 2) with P 2 is observed, which also changes with x. As the
distribution of P 2 in the data and the correct theoretical prescription are not known,
no correction is applied.

x = 0:006
x = 0:522
P2
0.06 GeV2 0.09 GeV2 0.06 GeV2 0.09 GeV2
Q2; P 2 6= 0)
1 FF2 ((x;
21%
29%
5.4%
8.6%
2 2
2 x; Q ; P = 0)
Table 9: The dependence of F2 (x; Q2; P 2) on P 2 as predicted by the SaS1D parametrisation at Q2 = 14.7 GeV2 for di erent values of x.
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7 Summary and conclusions
The full data sample taken by the OPAL experiment at LEP for e+e centre-of-mass
energies close to the Z0 mass has been used to study the properties of hadronic nal
states in deep inelastic electron-photon scattering, and to determine F2 (x; Q2).
New QCD-based Monte Carlo models (HERWIG 5:8d and PYTHIA 5:718) have become available since the previous OPAL study of such events [7]. The data have been
compared with them, for the rst time, and with the F2GEN Monte Carlo using two
di erent assumptions on the angular distribution of the hadronic nal state. There
are signi cant di erences between some aspects of the data and all of the models. The
distribution of the energy out of the tag-plane, gure 7, is harder than generated by
PYTHIA and HERWIG for measured x values of less than 0.1, and the observed distributions of energy ow per event as a function of pseudorapidity and of azimuthal
angle are very di erent from both HERWIG and PYTHIA ( gures 8{10). The distributions for the pointlike F2GEN sample reproduce some parts of the distributions
better than either HERWIG or PYTHIA, especially at high pseudorapidity, the region
of phase space which is particularly sensitive to the treatment of the hadronic remnant
of the quasi-real photon. At central rapidities, however, the data are usually better
described by HERWIG and PYTHIA. The data are described reasonably well by the
Monte Carlo models for global variables such as the visible hadronic mass, the visible
neutral energy, the charged multiplicity, and the energy and scattering angle of the
deep inelastic scattered electron ( gures 4, 13 and 14).
The photon structure function F2 (x; Q2) has been unfolded as a function of x in
three ranges of Q2. Hadronic energy from the OPAL forward calorimeters has been
used in this analysis for the rst time, giving a much better correlation, in Monte Carlo
studies, between W and the visible mass Wvis of the hadronic system. However, for
large values of W there are large di erences in the degree of correlation between the
di erent Monte Carlo models ( gure 3). These di erences are closely connected to the
di erences between the models in the forward energy ow. In order to allow for the
uncertainties generated by these di erences the full set of Monte Carlo models is used
for unfolding, leading to a much increased systematic error on the unfolded F2 .
In this work no attempt has been made to measure F2 at the lowest possible x
value by, for instance, unfolding on a logarithmic x scale [43]. This has been driven
by the observation of large di erences in the energy ow between the data and the
di erent Monte Carlo models, especially at low xvis. It will clearly be more dicult to
measure F2 at low x in singly-tagged events [27] than had previously been supposed.
However, because it has been demonstrated that the energy in the forward region of
the detector can be sampled, one can put tighter constraints on the combination of F2
and the ? fragmentation, also at low values of x.
The evolution of F2 with Q2 in the medium x range 0:1 < x < 0:6 has been measured for mean momentum transfers hQ2i = 7.5, 14.7 and 135 GeV2. The measurement
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shows the logarithmic evolution of F2 with Q2 expected from QCD. In a rather simple
approach, and by using the data from the OPAL experiment alone, a signi cant rise of
F2 with Q2 was observed. The measured slope is d(F2 = )=d ln Q2 = 0:13+ 00::06
04, where
the error is statistical and systematic. The data, over the x range studied, are equally
well described by several of the available parton density parametrisations, including
the GRV and SaS1D parametrisations used in this analysis.
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Figure 2: The hadronic energy ow per event based on the HERWIG generator as
a function of the pseudorapidity  in the low-Q2 region. The tagged electron is not
shown. It is always at negative rapidities 3:5 <  < 2:8. The dark shaded histogram
represents the energy reconstructed by the OPAL detector after the simulation of the
detector response to the HERWIG events. The vertical lines show the acceptance
regions of the OPAL detector components. The generated energy distribution for these
events is represented by the lightly shaded histogram.
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Figure 3: The correlation between the generated hadronic invariant mass W and the
visible value Wvis with and without the hadronic energy sampled in the forward region
(FR) of the OPAL detector. Figure (a) shows the correlation for HERWIG and (b)
the correlation for F2GEN; in each case for two cuts on the minimum polar angle of
the acceptance region.  > 25 mrad means that the energy of the forward region is
included, whereas  > 200 mrad indicates that the detectors in the forward region are
not used in the calculation of Wvis. The symbols show the average Wvis in each bin,
and the vertical error bar its standard deviation. The dashed line represents Wvis =
W.
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error bars on the data points are the sum of the statistical and systematic errors, the
horizontal bars indicate the bin widths. Note the di erent bin width in the forward
regions.
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Figure 12: The distribution of xvis for various mean momentum transfers hQ2i. The
dashed histogram shows the events from the HERWIG Monte Carlo, using the GRV
parametrisation and the standard cuts, with the background events added to it, before
the unfolding; the solid histogram shows the same quantity after the unfolding has
been performed. The background events from ? !  +  and Z0 ! hadrons are also
shown separately at the bottom of the gure. All errors shown are statistical only.
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Figure 13: Distributions of measured quantities compared to the HERWIG Monte
Carlo, using the GRV parametrisation and the standard cuts, for hQ2i= 14.7 GeV2.
The variables shown are (a) the energy of the tagged electron as a fraction of the beam
energy, (b) the polar angle of the tagged electron, (c) the visible invariant mass of the
hadronic system, and (d) the number of charged particles seen in the detector. The
meaning of the symbols is as de ned in gure 12.
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Figure 14: Distributions of measured quantities compared to the PYTHIA Monte
Carlo, using the SaS1D parametrisation and the standard cuts, for hQ2i= 135 GeV2.
The variables shown are (a) the energy of the tagged electron as a fraction of the beam
energy, (b) the measured Q2, (c) the measured neutral energy, and (d) the missing
longitudinal momentum of the event scaled by the beam energy. The meaning of the
symbols is as de ned in gure 12.
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Figure 15: Unfolding tests using di erent Monte Carlo models to mimic the data
(see text for further details). In (a) and (b) HERWIG, and in (c) and (d) PYTHIA
are used to generate the mock data samples, always with the SaS1D parton density
parametrisation. The model used to unfold the mock data is based on the reference
sample as explained in the text. This sample uses the GRV parametrisation. The
horizontal lines represent the mean F2 of the samples in each bin. The dash-dotted
lines represent the F2 based on the SaS1D parton density parametrisation and the solid
lines represent the F2 based on the GRV parton density parametrisation. The points
show the result of the unfolding of the mock data. The errors shown are statistical
only. The vertical lines at the top of the gure indicate the bin sizes.
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Figure 16: The measurement of F2 for four active avours for three values of hQ2i, (a)
hQ2i = 7.5 GeV2, (b) hQ2i = 14.7 GeV2, (c) hQ2i = 135 GeV2, and (d) the evolution
of F2 as a function of Q2 for the x range 0:1 < x < 0:6. The points show the measured
F2 . The bin sizes are indicated by the vertical lines at the top of the gure. The solid
line represents the F2 derived from the GRV parametrisation and the dash-dotted line
denotes the F2 derived from the SaS1D parametrisation, both using the Bethe-Heitler
contribution to F2 for massive charm quarks. The charm mass mc is taken to be 1.3
GeV and 1.5 GeV in the case of SaS1D and GRV, respectively. The dashed curve
labeled HO in (d) is a higher order prediction explained in the text.
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